 Trou Aux Cerfs  Grand Bassin - Ganga Talao  Domaine du Cachet  Chamarel 7 coloured earth

USD 120 ADULT / USD 85 CHILD (UNDER 12 YEARS OLD)

** Note: Handling Fee SGD 20 per booking apply if purchase only Optional Tours **

Departure from Hotel around 08h30 / 9h00 / Return to Hotel around 17h00
The Tours start at “Trou aux Cerfs”, an extinct volcanic crater from which there is an excellent panoramic view of a
large part of the island. Visit Curepipe the most important residential town on the island.
Afterwards, the tour continues to Grand Bassin, a sacred lake for the Hindu community because of the belief that it is
linked by an underground stream to the Ganges River. Discover also Plaine Champagne forests a natural reserve and
enjoy the magnificent view of the Black River Gorges. Lunch at Domaine du Cachet, our exclusive restaurant.
After the lunch, the route takes you on to discover the magnificent Chamarel waterfall emerging from the moors on the
way down to the unique seven colour earths of Chamarel. The way back to you hotel takes you down a winding road that
unveils the W est coast with the Morne Mountain and The Benitier Island in the background then drive along the coastal
that passes the fishing villages and the famous salt pans of Tamarin.
 Enjoy a panoramic view of the Plaines W ilhems from the top of Trou aux Cerfs, the extinct volcano.
 Ganga Talao (Sacred Lake)- The pilgrimage site dedicated to Lord Shiva.
 The spectacular Black River Gorges and the Seven Coloured Earth of Chamarel

Additional Information
Inclusions:

Exclusions :

 Transport by private vehicle
 Pick up and Drop off from hotel
 Entrance fee at Chamarel Coloured
Earth
 Lunch (3 course menu)
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 Drinks
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CONDITIONS - TRANSFER AND EXCURSIONS

Minimum number of participants: 02 adults
Representatives & guides
This proposal includes an english chauffeur driven guide.
Rate:
Rates are in USD. The rates may need to change for reasons that we cannot control (government
decisions, devaluation).
Tax:
The 15% VAT in force in Mauritius is included in the price.
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